
DOMENIUL
ARISTIȚEI



About us

The domain is based in Valea Calugareasca - Nicovani, Prahova. It
has 4 ha of vineyard and a new boutique winery, equipped with
modern winemaking machinery and a production capacity of
100000 lt. Valea Nicovani dates back to the XVth century and has
an ongoing tradition in vine cultivating and wine making.

At the beginning of the XXth century, a series of very important
people of the time had mansions here. Amongst them was Ion
Bujoiu, political figure and former Minister of Economy in the
interwar period. His family owned this domain until 1947 and after
1989 it is returned to their heirs, from whom, in 2013, is bought by
Miss Bianca Ionita, who renames it after her mother, Aristita.



Our wines



A Rosé created out of Burgund and
Fetească Neagra, impressive for its
intense flavour of currants, sour
cherries and horns, but also for the
slightly citric character and for the
intense, fresh and prolongue taste.

Vizionar Rosé



A Chardonnay nurtured with care from the
grape to the bottle, so it becomes a wine
impressive for its olfactory intensity given by
the smooth flavours of tropical fruits, pears,
green melon and that evolves towards
notes of butter, almonds and toasted
bread. It has a smooth, creamy texture and
a prolongue tasting persistence.

Vizionar Chardonnay



A Sauvignon Blanc nurtured with care from
the grape to the bottle, so it becomes a wine
that impresses with its flavours of green
nettle, asparagus and lime. These interesting
flavours combine with the pear and passion
fruit notes and the cooling acidity gives it a
prolongue and persistent finish.

Vizionar Sauvignon Blanc



A white blend created out of Sauvignon
Blanc, Chardonnay, Riesling de Rhin and
Muscat Ottonel. It's a wine with a great
olfactory intensity given by the fine notes of
ripe citrics, asparagus, grapefruit, honey and
flintlock. It stands out by its smooth creamy
taste, well structured, slightly mineral, with
intense acidity and persistent finish.

Vizionar Cupaj Alb



A pure Feteasca Neagra, impressive for the
intensity of the flavours of dried fruits,
dates, raisins, dried plums, but also for its
spicy notes. It combines the richness of all
these flavours for a prolongued freshness. It
was not aged in a barrel as it was produced
with the purpose of creating a clearer idea
of this rather versatile variety.

Vizionar Fetească Neagră


